
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<rlc date="Saturday 21st November, 2015"> 
 <samosa /> 
 <saferSpaces> 
  Safer Spaces Policy read out. 
 </saferSpaces> 
 <futureMeetings> 
  Future meetings booked up until June.  
  ([Wed]14.12.2015[18:30-20:30]; [Sat]23.01.2016[13:00-17:00]; 
[Wed]17.02.2016[18:30-20:30]; [Sat]19.03.2016[13:00-17:00]; [Wed]20.04.2016[18:30-20:30]; 
[Sat]21.05.2016[13:00-17:00]; [Wed]15.06.2016[18:30-20:30]).  
  Note that all meetings booked to occur in the Library.  
  Note that all Saturday meetings are now 13:00-17:00, rather than 12:00-16:00, for 
ease of travel. 
  <actionPoint> 
   Add details of the booked meetings to the website / mail out to the group. 
  </actionPoint> 
 </futureMeetings> 
 <larcMoney> 
  Reminder to donate to LARC at the end of meetings. 
 </larcMoney> 
 <larcLibrary> 
  Still currently in limbo, as no progress made since earlier this year.  
  Things to do: zine cataloguing, revision of classification, general changes to the 
Library space (e.g. cleaning, more chairs), additional functionality to the Library (e.g. taking in books 
reviewed in the Occupied Times, introducing book swaps).  
  Problems involved: what needs to be done; how to divide labour; how to work with 
LARC? 
  <actionPoint> 
   Arrange to meet with LARC during the RLC_SE January meeting, to create a 
detailed plan for the work to be done, and book an entire weekend for this to take place. 
   <workToBeDone> 
    First stage should focus on the physical space:  
    clean and tidy the room;  
    repair the ceiling and electrics, including investigating better 
lighting;  
    paint the walls and floor;  
    move bulky furniture to one area of the room and use stackable 
chairs (to be donated) to create a flexible meeting space;  
    suggest a list of things that could be taken out of the room 
(including potential papers to move to the office);  
    think about physical practicalities of a book-swap function. 
   </workToBeDone> 
  </actionPoint> 
 </larcLibrary> 
 <taskforce> 
  Leadership for Libraries taskforce. RLC generally dissatisfied with the taskforce's 
staffing and attitudes. 
  In progress collaborative official RLC statement in response to the taskforce - 
https://rlc.sandcats.io/shared/k7yoDGWqb4O0_B8DffOOJvcTuW8dBp1PGA7BXtqJA9J 
  <sideNote> 



   Report from "Speak Up For Libraries" - discussed the pros and cons of 
volunteers, and defining "success."  
  </sideNote> 
  <actionPoint> 
   RLC members to be encouraged to contribute to this statement. 
  </actionPoint> 
 </taskforce> 
 <keySigning> 
  For PGP encryption (especially important given current government focus on 
combatting encryption).  
  Suggestion of another "mini cryptoparty" in the RLC_SE January meeting. 
  <actionPoint> 
   Send a link to "surveillance self defence"; add link to RLC website. 
  </actionPoint> 
 </keySigning> 
 <sandstorm> 
  Alternative to GoogleDocs. Secured, self-hosted webapps (word processing, 
spreadsheets, doodlepolls etc.). Easy-to-use and operational with all OS.  
  Potential transfer eventually of the RLC website to Sandstorm server; also set up a 
Tor relay?  
  Software is free, but the server costs money to host (£7/month) - donations 
welcome to help keep it running. 
  <actionPoint> 
   Encourage members to sign up and use (password-less e-mail login) - 
contact RLC if any difficulties with signing up.  
   Add server-management instruction to the "mini cryptoparty" in January. 
Note that documentation will also be made available. 
  </actionPoint>   
 </sandstorm> 
 <banking> 
  Various processes still to be done, including a copy of the constitution (based on the 
Safer Spaces Policy), minutes of a meeting detailing the three signatories. 
  <actionPoint> 
   Constitution to be finalised by Friday 27.11.2015; documents to be signed in 
the RLC_SE December meeting.  
   Once organisational account is set up, create a process for rotating 
signatories / financial management.  
   Look for more ethical PayPal alternatives. 
  </actionPoint> 
 </banking> 
 <diyCultures> 
  Possibility of RLC being involved at this (to happen in May 2016). Workshop? 
Lecture? - e.g. encryption (maybe include pre-prepared TAILS drives to hand out). 
  <actionPoint> 
   Need to contact the organisers and discuss how RLC might be involved.  
   Once confirmed, draft a timetable for preparations. 
  </actionPoint> 
 </diyCultures> 
 <anarchistBookfair> 
  RLC was represented - managed to get a good discussion going about the nature and 
operation of RLC, Cryptoparty, etc.  



  Some librarians did express interest in coming to meetings; flyers were handed out; 
word is spreading! 
  <sideNote> 
   People shouldn't necessarily be concerned about bringing up RLC at their 
workplaces, especially because of all the skills and experiences invovled (e.g. conference 
organisation, technological skills etc.). 
  </sideNote> 
 </anarchistBookfair> 
 <rlcResponsibilities> 
  Potential handover of keys and other responsibilities?  
  A sign-up rota has now been created - 
https://rlc.sandcats.io/shared/IllS29xcPIEVEh53Y6dMG6VGz2vfIJCnzphsYKhA606 - so that people 
can volunteer for certain things (responsibility for LARC keys; promoting meetings and calling for 
items to add to the agenda via e-mail; promoting meetings via Twitter; checking and responding to 
e-mails and tweets; buying groceries [samosas, toilet roll, coffee, soya milk]). 
  <sideNote> 
   Agenda standing items: Safer Spaces Policy; notes from previous meeting; 
reminders about money for LARC and RLC; key signing; look at rota for next meeting. 
  </sideNote> 
 </rlcResponsibilities> 
</rlc> 


